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To what extent are computational authorship verification techniques useful 
to differentiate between text by the author in his own words and text 
copied from other sources, in an 18th century Dutch chronicle?

a) How reliable are the author’s quotation marks to differentiate 
between copied and non copied text?
b) Is it useful to compare fragments by the author with fragments by 
external sources?

• Chronicles are manuscripts written to record events and phenomena which 
were considered important. They use a wide range of sources.

• Not much is known about the reception of news and media in the 18th

century Low Countries.
• We use stylometric

• Testing outliers from Dataset 2 experiment
• Test method on a chronicle which does not 

use inverted commas

Text Type Abbreviation # Fragments # Tokens

Chronicle Section 1 Chr-1 516 157,200

Chronicle Section 2 chr-2 257 171,230

Other Texts by 
Author

Author 18 4,296

Historical Sources source-hist 37 88,742

Contemporary 
Sources

source-contemp 21 29,622

All - 849 451,090

Data Set Chronicle Data Author Data Source Data

External Data 1 - author source-hist

Dataset1 chr-1 author source-hist

Outliers1 chr-1 outliers author source-hist

External Data 2 - author source-contemp

Dataset2 chr-2 author source-contemp

We define two types of chronicle fragment:
• Copy- Text found within inverted commas in the original manuscript
• No-copy- Text found outside of inverted commas in the original manuscript

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

METHOD

Experiments with external data sets 1 & 2 showed that the method could successfully 
separate 100% of the data of known origin. Below are the results of the experiments with 
Dataset 1, Outliers 1 and Dataset 2.

Dataset 1
• Strong classification for 84.5% of 

the chronicle fragments in chr-1
• 15.5% chronicle fragments

classed as outliers

Dataset 2
• More mixed clusters
• Strong classification for 63.8% of 

chronicle fragments in chr-2

Outliers 1
• 83.75% of the outlier 

fragments from Dataset 1 
experiment strongly classified

• Combined with Dataset 1 
results, provides strong 
classification for 97.5% of all
chronicle fragments in chr-1
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• The stylometric methods used can provide an authorship 
hypothesis for the majority of chronicle  fragments

• The results of the Dataset 1 & 2 experiments show that the 
inverted commas present in the chronicle are a strong 
indication of source use

• The outlier experiments with Outliers 1 show the 
importance of collaboration with historical experts

• The presence and clustering of ‘Tale Kanaäns’ shows the
issue that arises with author independant style

• The higher number of mixed cluster in the Dataset 2 
experiment may be explained by the difference in function 
of chr-1 and chr-2

• Chr-1: an overview of the history of the local area. 
Knowledge of these events comes from history books, 
as the author was not alive when they took place.

• Chr-2: covers contemporary life and political events 
in the Netherlands, interweaving the author’s 
experiences
with quotes from news media and publications by 
political institutions and authorities. 

Text types and amount of material
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Parameter Settings:
BTC- 10-1000 interval of 10
No sampling
Culling 20%
Character 4 grams
Burrow’s Delta  (Burrows, 2002)

Sample of the Chronicle with inverted commas 
circled in red

techniques to research the 
use of sources in one 18th 

century Dutch chronicle 
which exhibits use of 
inverted commas 
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